Declaration
1. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, redistributed, resold or loaded without the prior written permission of our company.
2. In the preparation of this manual process has sought to ensure the content is accurate and complete. But the manual does not guarantee that any errors or omissions. The company will be held liable for errors that may appear in this manual.
3. Information contained herein is subject to change without notice.
4. Neither nor such other part who may be the owner of the Proprietary Information accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from any use of such Proprietary Information.

Cautions
Guideline for safe and efficient use. Please read this information before using your Bluetooth smart watch named Unik 2. These instructions are intended for your safety, please follow these guidelines.

1. Do not drop, throw or strike your watch.
2. Do not make your watch close to benzene thinner and other chemical materials.
3. Do not make your watch close to magnetic material.
4. Do not expose your watch to extreme sunshine and high humidity.
5. Do not attempt to disassemble or modify your watch.
6. Do not dispose the package, battery and waste electronic equipment.

Introduction
This is a Bluetooth smart watch. Following are the main functions:
1. Pedometer: You can use it to monitor the steps you take everyday. You can also check the complete report and installed DroHealth application.
2. Notification: There's icon display on the screen if there's missed phone calls, SMS, WeChat messages.
3. Sleep monitor: It can monitor your sleep condition. You can check your sleep condition in DroHealth.
4. Counter clock: You can set a count down timer on the screen. To schedule your sport time.
5. Alarm clock: Connect your watch Unik 2 with DroHealth in order to set the alarm clock time. You can set 5 clock times.

How to install DroHealth on your phone
Picture:

For iOS
IOS APP could be downloaded by searching DroHealth in AAPP Store.

For Android
Scan below QR code to download DroHealth APP.

Compatible with iPhone 5/6s/6s Plus and above with iOS 7.0 and above. Compatible with any device with Android 4.3 and above.
Connect Unik 2 with Phone APP
Open the DophiHealth register or login refer to the tips. Search Unik 2 in the device management screen. When the Bluetooth sign showing, it means the watch has connected with phone.

How to charge Unik 2
Before using, please charge the device more than 1.5 hours firstly. Please use the matched charger. Remark:
1. Phone charge connector 5V/1A is matched. Or you can plug it to PC USB port.
2. Place the watch to the charging base with the correct direction (refer to above diagram).

Troubleshooting
- No connection to the phone
  Make sure that Unik 2 has power and the phone within range. A maximum distance is 10 meters and no solid objects are in between.
- Unik 2 turns off automatically
  The battery level is too low. There's warming on the screen about low battery. Please charge the battery.
- Unpredicted Problem: Reset the watch.
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